RULES OF PROCEDURE: AUSTRO-PRUSSIAN WAR
JCC: Austro Prussian War is based on standard Harvard MUN Procedure with following
additions in order to reflect the reality of the simulated time-span
QUORUM
Since the size of the committees are considerably small, the quorum shall be the ½ of the
committee, if the Secretariat deems it necessary, Secretariat reserves its right to re-arrange the quorum
percentage.
DEBATE
After the role-call, and when the committee meets the quorum. Chair opens the debate with
mandatory Tour de Table in each session beginning, addition to that, there will be no Opening Speech
in the first Session. There is no General Speaker’s List different to the classical Harvard MUN, debate
will go on with Semi-Moderated Caucus or Unmoderated Caucus.
Semi Moderated Caucus: Different to the Moderated Caucus, there is no time limit or
individual speaker’s time in Semi-Moderated Caucus, delegates can sit while speaking and may use
informal words up to a limit and interrupt other speakers up to a point, any exploitation of the informal
language and right to interrupt will not be tolerated. It is up to Chair’s discretion to end a speech or
caucus with the condition of giving an explanation about his/her decision regarding to the matter.
Unmoderated Caucus: Same as Harvard MUN Procedure, but there is no upper time limit
except Chair’s discretion.
DOCUMENTS
JCC: Austro-Prussian War shall have three different types of documents, Directives, Press
Release and Final Treaty
Personal Directive: Based on given title to the delegate (ex: Minister of Foreign Affairs)
Chair can authorize the delegate to write personal directives in order to solve the given issue to the
committee. Delegates shall request the right of writing personal directives via message paper, or their
own speaking time during the debate. Without the Chair’s authorization, any personal directive shall
be considered invalid. There is no specific format of Personal Directive, but it must include a
reasonable action.
Committee Directive: With issues requires the attention of entire committee, action must be
taken via Committee Directive. Committee Directive has a same nature with Personal Directive in
means of including an action plan and no specific format. It passes by simple majority, however Chair
has right to veto it.

Press Release: Press Release is a document prepared in order to brief the public and
international community regarding to ongoing events. Press Release must be in briefing format
regarding to actions taken by committee. Delegates can twist the truth in order to manipulate
public opinion, indirectly effect the course of war or mislead the enemy with Press Releases.
Final Treaty: If the conflict ends until the last session of the conference, Both Parties shall
have a merged session and draft the Final Treaty, which includes the specific terms of peace, article
by article.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Private Negotiation: If any party of the conflict wants to create an open line of
communication with other party or other participants of the conflict (which will be represented by
Secretariat) They can assign their Ambassadors in order to engage a private negotiation process
outside of the committee if both parties agreed to have a meeting. Sending an Ambassador must be a
unanimous decision of the committee. This meeting shall be conducted under the observation of at
least one member of Secretariat. Only Ambassadors can attend those meetings. Ambassadors have to
make an oral presentation to their respective committees after the end of meeting in order to brief
them.
DRESS CODE
Dress Code shall be the Western Business Attire, however any costume with 1860s Prussian
or Austrian gentleman fashion and any accessories in given time line shall be accepted.

